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Objectives of the course
The goal of this course is to give an introduction to the moduli space of
bundles over a Riemann surface or algebraic curve.
Course contents
The goal of this course is to give an introduction to the moduli space of
bundles over a Riemann surface or algebraic curve. These moduli spaces
have been studied intensely in the last fifty years, and their rich structure can
be investigated from various viewpoints - topological, differential geometric,
algebraic geometric. In this course we shall mainly follow a gauge-theoretic
approach, indicating the links with other paths along the way.
In particular we shall discuss the following:
• Review of bundles and Riemann surfaces, notion of stability.
• Complex analytic construction of the moduli-space of semi-stable bundles. Link with Yang-Mills.
• Morse-theoretic approach to Betti-numbers of the moduli space.
• Intersection theory.
• Stable bundles and representations of the fundamental group. Canonical symplectic structure on the moduli space.
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Teaching methods
4 hours of lectures per week
Assessment methods
Passed / not passed will be based on the students participation in the course
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